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Pain
I see you're unhappy so?
Perhaps it's another globe?
Or another sip of
The God cherished freedom
In yet one more guy or girl?
I know only that some day
We can't say to each other - Hey!
'Cause we live in diverse worlds
In far parts of the universe
But today we are both here!
We can be together clear!
We can choose the lie or pain
And we choose the pain again!
And all that you know - a myth?
And all that you don't - a truth?
I did not notice
As the years passed oﬀ
I will not stop ﬁghting for love!
I know only that some day
We can't say to each other - Hey!
'Cause we live in diverse worlds
In far parts of the universe
But today we are both here!
We can be together clear!
We can choose the lie or pain
And we choose the pain again!
It's like the death
The death of love
The love for us
Like a little dove
When you forget
The faith and truth
You're part of yet
I utter, whisper
Shout one word…
And that is pain!
The word is pain!
We found one another here,
But something has disappeared
And we stopped noticing
The pain we're each having
What has been lost is very sad
I know only that some day
We can't say to each other - Hey!
'Cause we live in diverse worlds
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In far parts of the universe
But today we are both here!
We can be together clear!
We can choose the lie or pain
And we choose the pain again!
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Body and Soul
God gave you perfect body
The body of which you should care
The body that you give somebody
The body that I need as air
And here you are back at the mirror
I understand what you prepare
But I cannot prevent this error
Because we even do not pair
Wait for your fate!
Don't do that what turns love to hate
Stop! Dear! Stay!
Don't let no one in, we can't pay
Yes! You are free!
But maybe then you'll wanna be
Only one girl and just for me!
You've an immortal soul
The soul that remembers all
All that you do behind the keyhole
All you get like a doomed nightfall
And so I'm left alone to wait here
As a knight with a wounded heart
I try to hold on to my spear
But we are now so far apart
Wait for your fate!
Don't do that what turns love to hate
Stop! Dear! Stay!
Don't let no one in, we can't pay
Yes! You are free!
But maybe then you'll wanna be
Only one girl and just for me!
Wait for your fate!
Don't do that what turns love to hate
Stop! Dear! Stay!
Don't let no one in, we can't pay
Yes! You are free!
But maybe then you'll wanna be
Only one girl and just for me!
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Renewed Light
I'm feeling your winter, it comes again
I look out the window, hard to explain
And outside there is darkness, there's killing cold
Your aren't here no longer. You are gone in that world
Waking up, looking for your smell in my bed
I get dressed in a hurry, rush to you mad
But again and again now, by someone's hand
Blocks my way to the world, to that deadly land
We'll never forget what we left in the past
We'll never forget those people we trust
Come back from the dark side, ﬁnd the way
Let's make the life from that undying ray
So give me a sign in this endless night
You are out there. This way is right
It doesn't matter the danger outside
We are so close, we will renew the light
Some gunshots are so close and some kind of far
Someone is trying to get out of this burning car
Someone's praying for wonders, they see no end
Someone drinks everything, but we don't, my friend
Look, there comes a new dawn! What is in store?
But you are afraid that light will be no more
And I see too few days left in your way
Wish I could give you more than one good day
We'll never forget what we left in the past
We'll never forget those people we trust
Come back from the dark side, ﬁnd the way
Let's make the life from that undying ray
So give me a sign in this endless night
You are out there. This way is right
It doesn't matter the danger outside
We are so close, we will renew the light
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Hidden Rage
Your shelter crammed
Technology
It's funny that
You ask me for the key
Why am I standing here?
You stay an engineer
All that remains for me
It's press
"Reset" to free
I know that existence
Does not mean life
I need your resistance
I want your desperate strife
Anything you want
But the personal cage
You should go beyond
And to show hidden rage!
You always hold
Me at the door,
You have controlled
My image to ignore
I'm gonna leave from here
You fear to be sincere
It makes no sense to wait
For fate
When you update
I know that existence
Does not mean life
I need your resistance
I want your desperate strife
Anything you want
But the personal cage
You should go beyond
And to show hidden rage!
All that you do
Is life alone
And that I knew
Your eyes like a cold stone
I think behind your fear
All works with auto gear
And what you have to make
It's press
"Reset" to wake
I know that existence
Does not mean life
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I need your resistance
I want your desperate strife
Anything you want
But the personal cage
You should go beyond
And to show hidden rage!
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Sunrise
Day after day
I just work up a sweat
Time's running out
But I still live in debt
Dream after dream
But again I can't see
Nothing for you
And nothing for me
When sunlight falls on my window
I can sleep no more
When it comes, I feel the wind blow
Everything starts, behind this door
It's my time, anew
To make my wish come true
To light up your wide eyes
I'll be your new sunrise
Night after night
We are always alone
I see in sight
You chat with someone
Sleep after sleep
I arise by alarm
Day's running out
But time's in my arms
When sunlight falls on my window
I can sleep no more
When it comes, I feel the wind blow
Everything starts, behind this door
It's my time, anew
To make my wish come true
To light up your wide eyes
I'll be your new sunrise
Day after night
You are waiting for me
Time is alight
We should move to break free
Let start anew
And then you can see
All things for you
And all things for me
When sunlight falls on my window
I can sleep no more
When it comes, I feel the wind blow
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Everything starts, behind this door
It's my time, anew
To make my wish come true
To light up your wide eyes
I'll be your new sunrise
It's my time, anew
To make my wish come true
To light up your wide eyes
I'll be your new sunrise
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Holy Dreams
Then you were there where I couldn't be
I fought somewhere to be free
And I believed that I could not cheat thee
And then has come one of those days
It seems I see your passing trace
I hear tears fall down in another maze
We did not know, but waited for
The dream to touch us like before
Together we would go on taboo path once more
We long through space and through lifetimes
We drink the tears. We eat the grimes
It is here that we make all our crimes
Before we were in diﬀerent worlds
I fought for you with broken swords
And you rejected pleasures and rewards
As in those holy dreams we had
We keep the ﬁght, though we have bled
We are together when no one else there can get
We did not know, but waited for
The dream to touch us like before
Together we would go on taboo path once more
As in those holy dreams we had
We keep the ﬁght, though we have bled
We are together when no one else there can get
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Crystal World
Come into the woods at the time of late fall
When the earliest frost forges leaves together
Choose a new day when morning's cold
Makes the air clear with frosty weather
You take a deep breath and you are one soul
With crystal clear world right in one time
Where human warmth nobody stole
As closed lips at a shy kiss of mine
Come into the woods at the time of late fall
When it all becomes the same as in old days
Find a forgotten glade long ago
Where the world took care of us in the place
You take a deep breath and you are one soul
With crystal clear world right in one time
Where human warmth nobody stole
As closed lips at a shy kiss of mine
Now in your soul, as in this world
In crystal world all is bright
Now in your soul, as in this world
In crystal world…
Come into the woods at the time of late fall
When scents are getting so diﬀerent, so diﬀerent
Stand still in the middle of this crystal world
Then you will become a part of the movement
You take a deep breath and you are one soul
With crystal clear world right in one time
Where human warmth nobody stole
As closed lips at a shy kiss of mine
You take a deep breath and you are one soul
With crystal clear world right in one time
Where human warmth nobody stole
As closed lips at a shy kiss of mine
Now in your soul, as in this world
In crystal world all is bright
Now in your soul, as in this world
In crystal world…
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Everything is Wise
Your way
With someone side by side
A new adventure every night
Incredible invite
Everything is right
Your move
Directed through the light
The gift you have got in the ﬁght
Incredible great ﬂight
Everything is right
Can make a test
Can take a quest
You have an aim
You are the best
Again the same
Never ending game
Ends with a surprise
Everything is wise
You cry
You run to stay alone
You see
It's not so very strong
Incredible fall down
Everything is wrong
Your dream
To stay awake for long
Your wish
Just don't be like a stone
And every time windblown
You see again - you grown
Can make a test
Can take a quest
You have an aim
You are the best
Again the same
Never ending game
Ends with a surprise
Everything is wise
You know
It's your last chance to shine
You feel
It was a secret sign
Incredible skyline
Everything is ﬁne
Can make a test
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Can take a quest
You have an aim
You are the best
Again the same
Never ending game
Ends with a surprise
Everything is wise
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Sweet Disease
When I look
When I look at you
I don't see the wings
We are not secure
I just need clear truth
What do you want to do?
All things are in your hands
Nothing to undo
I want to spend my whole life with you
I want to go with you thousand miles
I want to do all that you want done
But I have done it with another one
I want to be deep into your heart
Don't wanna leave me falling apart
But if we want to do that we dream
We must be set to kill someone gleam
When you touch
When you are touching me
Feeling cannot stop
We're exposed and free
We are making a sense
We accept all that is
And we have got romance
Full of sweet disease
I want to spend my whole life with you
I want to go with you thousand miles
I want to do all that you want done
But I have done it with another one
I want to be deep into your heart
Don't wanna leave me falling apart
But if we want to do that we dream
We must be set to kill someone gleam
I want to spend my whole life with you
I want to go with you thousand miles
I want to do all that you want done
But I have done it with another one
I want to be deep into your heart
Don't wanna leave me falling apart
But if we want to do that we dream
We must be set to kill someone gleam
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Not For Sale
Why am I over again
Like a madman
I wanna die in your fane
You know this is maybe the way
Indeed I felt
I own
What is not for sale
I want that we come
With a wet sail
Fat cats will be
Destined to fail
And we all can get
A gift from a high
Because we won't buy
What belongs to the sky
Here again you are under sail
And the wind ﬂies
In your silken trail
I know what will happen - you stay
To ﬁnd yourself here
We turn
Like one piece again
We are getting closer
Your breath as the breeze
My heart as the drumbeat
Let's try be complete
I want that we come
With a wet sail
Fat cats will be
Destined to fail
And we all can get
A gift from a high
Because we won't buy
What belongs to the sky
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Think
You think
I've been running
I've been shunning
All you hold
You told
I am dying
I'll start crying
From your cold
Can you see the smile in clear heaven?
Please be there. Wait for me
Can you see the stars in upper level?
Please tell me where, we will be…
You see
I am changing
I'm not caging
I'll get all
You know
I'm not an angel
With evangel
I will go
If the Gods return to us whatever
So they will never ask when we do
Maybe I can't stop the madness lever
But I can't sever me and you
Can you see the smile in clear heaven?
Please be there. Wait for me
Can you see the stars in upper level?
Please tell me where, we will be…
If the Gods return to us whatever
So they will never ask when we do
Maybe I can't stop the madness lever
But I can't sever me and you
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I'm Your Guide (club mix)
The realm in which I live
Like big water stream
It bears me to future
Where is my dream
I'm clinging to sprays of trees
I'm feeling unease
And suddenly I have seen
Your glance like a skene
None stop
And all move in one tide
Just tug
I'm your guard, I'm your guide
Foothold
Spark should be in your eyes
The world
See with me in these times
We both understand
Flow is stronger my hands
We all understand
That we on other strands
That the realm which we cherished both
Us carries away
We have taken the sacred oath
But I try to stay
None stop
And all move in one tide
Just tug
I'm your guard, I'm your guide
Foothold
Spark should be in your eyes
The world
See with me in these times
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